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Abstract 45 

We conducted a systematic review of randomised controlled trials (RCTs) of increased intake 46 

of arachidonic acid (ARA) on fatty acid status and health outcomes in humans. We identified 47 

22 articles from 14 RCTs. Most studies were conducted in adults. These used between 80 and 48 

2000 mg ARA/day and were of 1 to 12 weeks duration. Supplementation with ARA doses as 49 

low as 80 mg/d increased the content of ARA in different blood fractions. Overall there seem 50 

to be few marked benefits for adults of increasing ARA intake from the typical usual intake 51 

of 100-200 mg/day to as much as 1000 mg/d; the few studies using higher doses (1500 or 52 

2000 mg/day) also report little benefit. However, there may be an impact of ARA on 53 

cognitive and muscle function which could be particularly relevant in the ageing population. 54 

The studies reviewed suggest no adverse effects in adults of increased ARA intake up to at 55 

least 1000 to 1500 mg/d on blood lipids, platelet aggregation and blood clotting, immune 56 

function, inflammation, or urinary excretion of ARA metabolites. However, in many areas 57 

there are insufficient studies to make firm conclusions, and higher intakes of ARA are 58 

deserving of further study. Based on the RCTs reviewed, there are not enough data to make 59 

any recommendations for specific health effects of ARA intake. 60 

61 
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Introduction 62 

Arachidonic acid (ARA) is the common name for all-cis-5,8,11,14-eicosatetraenoic acid 63 

(Figure 1), commonly abbreviated to 20:4-6 or 20:4n-6. ARA is a long chain 64 

polyunsaturated fatty acid (LC-PUFA) within the omega-6 (n-6) family. ARA is commonly 65 

found in cell membranes, particularly in animals. Therefore meat, especially red meat, but 66 

also white meat and fish; offal (organ meat) like liver, kidney and brain; and eggs are sources 67 

of ARA. A recent study reported estimated dietary intakes for ARA among adults in 47 68 

developed and 128 developing countries (1); the study reported that 48% of the 175 countries 69 

have an ARA intake of < 150 mg/day. Amongst developed countries, mean daily ARA 70 

intakes were estimated to be between 100 and 350 mg and ARA contributed < 0.1% of total 71 

daily energy intake. Data on ARA intake in specific population subgroups are extremely 72 

limited (2). Human milk also contains ARA. Brenna et al. (3) reported human milk ARA (as % 73 

of total fatty acids (FAs)) from 106 studies in the range of 0.24 to 1% with a median (and SD) 74 

of 0.47 + 0.13. Many infant formulas are supplemented with ARA at a level of 0.35 to 0.7% 75 

of total FAs. 76 

 77 

ARA can be synthesised from the essential n-6 PUFA linoleic acid (18:2n-6, LA) by a series 78 

of desaturation and elongation reactions as shown in Figure 2. Based upon a study with 79 

deuterium-labelled LA, Emken et al. (4) reported that 1 to 2.2% of LA is converted to other n-80 

6 PUFAs in healthy young adult males with about 0.5% appearing as ARA. 81 

 82 

Despite its relatively low intake from the diet, ARA makes an important contribution to FAs 83 

within circulating lipids and in most cells and tissues, particularly to membrane 84 

phospholipids (PLs). For example, ARA has been reported to contribute an average of 9.6, 85 

6.6, 15.5, 9.5 and 16% of total FAs in plasma phosphatidylcholine, plasma cholesteryl esters 86 

(CEs), red blood cells (RBCs), platelets and blood mononuclear cells in healthy British adults 87 

who were non oily-fish consumers and were consuming typical diets (5). The relatively high 88 

content of ARA in these pools, in comparison to its intake from the diet, suggests that 89 

synthesis from LA is an important pathway and that metabolic mechanisms might serve to 90 

concentrate and retain ARA in cell membranes. ARA has a structural role in the brain (6, 7), 91 

free ARA has roles in cell signalling, and ARA-containing PLs also have roles in cell 92 

signalling and are precursors to endocannabinoids that have a range of biological properties 93 

(8). A major role of cell membrane ARA is as a substrate for the synthesis of eicosanoids, 94 
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which include prostaglandins (PGs), thromboxanes, and leukotrienes. These are formed by 95 

metabolism of ARA by cyclooxygenase, lipoxygenase and cytochrome P450 pathways (9-11). 96 

The resulting metabolites have many roles in inflammation and pain, regulation of the 97 

immune response, bone turnover, platelet aggregation and blood clotting, smooth muscle 98 

contraction, and renal function (9-11). These well-known functions of ARA-derived 99 

metabolites suggest that ARA itself might impact a range of outcomes related to human 100 

health. This has been explored in a small number of human studies, frequently using 101 

supplements containing ARA. The first such study was by Seyberth et al. (12). This was a 102 

small study involving four healthy men given 6 g of ethyl arachidonate daily for a period of 103 

2-3 weeks. The authors identified an increased content of ARA in plasma triglycerides (TGs), 104 

PLs, and CEs and in platelets, and a mean 47% increase in excretion of the major urinary 105 

metabolite of ARA. The threshold of adenosine diphosphate (ADP) required to induce 106 

platelet aggregation was decreased in all four subjects (by 40 to 90%) which was interpreted 107 

as an enhanced potential for blood clotting. This was considered to be a major health concern 108 

and most likely explains why there was no further interest in studies with ARA supplements 109 

in humans until the mid-1990s (13-17).  110 

The aim of this systematic review is to assess the effects of increasing ARA intake through 111 

foods or supplements on ARA levels in different compartments, metabolism and health-112 

related outcomes in humans. All health-related outcomes that have been addressed in 113 

randomised controlled trials (RCTs) investigating increased ARA intake through foods or 114 

supplementation were considered. Research gaps were identified and we assessed whether 115 

recommendations for ARA intake can be made for specific health effects. 116 

 117 

Methods 118 

Details of the methods used for the systematic review are published in the PROSPERO 119 

international prospective register of systematic reviews (registration number: 120 

CRD42017076493). 121 

 122 

Criteria for considering studies in this review 123 

Types of study: RCTs in humans were included if they measured any human health-related 124 

outcome. Observational and non-randomised interventional studies were excluded. 125 

Types of intervention: Studies were included if they increased intake of ARA through a food 126 

or supplement and had a control group with either a lower ARA intake or no ARA 127 
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supplementation. We excluded studies assessing the effect of the combination of 128 

docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) and ARA or the combination of any other fatty acid with ARA. 129 

Types of population: Studies of human subjects (infants, children and adults) conducted in 130 

any country were included, without restriction on age or health status. We excluded animal 131 

and in vitro studies. 132 

Minimum duration of intervention: Duration of ARA intervention and follow-up varied 133 

depending on the study design and health outcome measured; we did not place a restriction 134 

on this. 135 

Types of outcome measure: All types of health outcomes, including risk markers of disease 136 

were included. 137 

Date of publication: There was no restriction on study inclusion according to year of 138 

publication. 139 

 140 

Search methods for identification of studies 141 

The Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials database was searched on 23 August 142 

2017 and again on 23 March 2018 in an update search, using text words with appropriate 143 

truncation and relevant indexing terms (Table 1). The keywords for the search were different 144 

synonyms related to the intervention (i.e. arachidonic acid). The systematic review software 145 

Covidence (www.covidence.org) was used to facilitate screening of the literature. Titles 146 

and/or abstracts of studies retrieved using the search strategy were screened independently by 147 

two review authors (a combination of SL, AS, RPM, MF, BS) to identify studies that met the 148 

inclusion criteria. The full texts of the potentially eligible studies were retrieved and 149 

independently assessed for eligibility by two review team members (a combination of SL, 150 

AS, RPM, BS) with final agreement by all authors. Any disagreement between them over the 151 

eligibility of particular studies was resolved through discussion between the two relevant 152 

reviewers or the whole group. A standardised, pre-piloted form was used to extract data from 153 

the included studies for assessment of study quality and evidence synthesis. Extracted 154 

information included study setting; study population and participant demographics and 155 

baseline characteristics; details of the intervention and control conditions; study 156 

methodology; recruitment and study completion rates; outcomes and times of measurement; 157 

funding. One of the authors (BvdH, RPM, MF or BS) extracted data and the data were 158 

double-checked by another member in the team. A flow chart of the literature identification 159 

can be found in Figure 3. 160 
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 161 

Reference lists of all eligible papers and relevant systematic reviews were searched for 162 

additional studies.  163 

 164 

Risk of Bias Assessment  165 

Three authors independently (RPM, MF and BS) assessed the risk of bias in included studies 166 

by following the Cochrane Risk of Bias guidelines (19) and any disagreement between them 167 

was resolved through discussion.  168 

 169 

Results 170 

CENTRAL search 171 

2104 titles and abstracts were identified via the electronic search from which 1255 duplicates 172 

were removed. Additional references (n=69) were found via reference screening of review 173 

papers found in the electronic search, of which 36 were duplicates. In total, 1964 titles were 174 

excluded as irrelevant based on title and abstract considering the inclusion and exclusion 175 

criteria. The remaining 48 papers were screened based on full text, and 22 were considered as 176 

relevant for review inclusion. A flow chart of the literature identification process can be 177 

found in Figure 3. The 22 articles included in the systematic review (13-17, 20-36) came from 14 178 

individual studies. Table 2 summarises these studies. Most studies were conducted in healthy 179 

young or older adults and several were restricted to men. One study was conducted in 180 

breastfeeding women, one in patients with liver cirrhosis, and two in children with parasitic 181 

worm infestation. Studies in adults used between 80 and 2000 mg ARA/day, were of 1 to 8 182 

weeks duration and usually used ARA as a supplement 183 

 184 

Risk of bias assessment  185 

The overall risk of bias analysis shows that for many studies bias is unclear due to 186 

insufficient reporting of required details essential for an informed decision (Figure 4). 187 

 188 

Fatty acid composition in different compartments  189 

A number of included studies reported the effect of increased intake of ARA on the FA 190 

composition of one or more blood pools.  191 

Nelson and colleagues (13-17) performed a placebo-controlled, random order, cross-over study 192 

in 12 healthy male participants housed in a metabolic unit. Participants consumed a 193 
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stabilisation diet that contained ~ 200 mg/day ARA for 15 days, and then either continued on 194 

the stabilisation diet for 50 days or consumed a diet that provided 1.7 g/day ARA for 50 days. 195 

After that, the participants crossed over to the other diet for 50 days, followed by 15 days of 196 

the stabilisation diet. Ten participants completed the study. The FA compositions of plasma, 197 

plasma TGs, CEs, PLs and free fatty acids, RBCs, adipose tissue (14) and platelets (13) were 198 

reported. There was a near doubling of plasma ARA when ARA was consumed (from ~8 to 199 

~16% of total FAs) which was accompanied by a decrease in LA. ARA increased in plasma 200 

TGs, CEs (from ~7.5 to ~15% of FAs) and PLs (from ~10% to ~19% of FAs) again mainly at 201 

the expense of LA. There was a small increase in ARA in RBCs and platelets but no change 202 

in adipose tissue ARA. Increases in ARA content were not reflected in any changes in 203 

eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) or DHA, except in RBCs where DHA content decreased. 204 

Thies et al. (34-36) performed a placebo-controlled, randomised, parallel study in healthy older 205 

British subjects: 8 participants received a blend of palm and sunflower seed oils as control 206 

while 8 received ~700 mg ARA (from ARASCO) daily for 12 weeks. Participant’s habitual 207 

intake of ARA was about 150 mg/day. Blood samples were collected at baseline and at 4, 8 208 

and 12 weeks supplementation and then after 4 weeks washout. The FA compositions of 209 

plasma PLs (34) and blood mononuclear cells (35) were reported. In plasma PLs, ARA 210 

increased from 9.3 to 16% of FAs by 4 weeks and did not increase further, but returned to 211 

baseline levels after 4 weeks washout (34). Plasma PL ARA levels were significantly higher in 212 

the ARA group than in the control group at weeks 4, 8 and 12. The increase in ARA in 213 

plasma PLs did not significantly affect LA, EPA and DHA levels. In mononuclear cells, 214 

ARA increased significantly from ~20% of total FAs at baseline to ~23% at 8 and 12 weeks 215 

(35). This increase was mainly compensated for by a decrease in LA. EPA and DHA levels in 216 

mononuclear cells were not affected by ARA supplementation. ARA levels in mononuclear 217 

cells were not significantly different between the ARA and control groups. 218 

Pantaleo et al. (29) evaluated if ARA supplementation could increase ARA levels in plasma 219 

and RBC lipids in Italian patients with liver cirrhosis. Patients received either 2 g ARA (as 4 220 

g ARASCO) daily or oleic acid as control for 8 weeks. ARA supplementation for 8 weeks 221 

significantly increased ARA levels in plasma total lipids, plasma PLs and RBCs. This 222 

increase was transitory, since ARA levels returned to baseline 4 weeks after cessation of 223 

supplementation. No changes in ARA levels were observed in the control group. There was 224 

no significant effect of ARA on LA in plasma total lipids, plasma PLs or RBCs, although LA 225 
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was numerically lower in all three pools after ARA compared to before. No results were 226 

given for n-3 FA levels, and no between group comparison was made.  227 

Schubert et al. (31) compared the effect of two different fat blends on the FA status of 30 228 

healthy German adults. Participants were randomly distributed into 2 groups receiving for 2 229 

weeks either an oil blend providing 240 mg/day of alpha-linolenic acid, 120 mg/day of EPA, 230 

49 mg/day of stearidonic acid and 73 mg/day of gamma-linolenic acid in three capsules/day 231 

or an oil providing 40 mg ARA/day in one capsule/day plus two olive oil capsules/day. 232 

Results showed that 40 mg/d ARA supplementation for 2 weeks did not increase plasma or 233 

RBC ARA. This lack of change is most likely because of the low amount of ARA provided. 234 

Between group comparison, done at each time point, showed that EPA was higher in plasma 235 

lipids after the 2 weeks supplementation period in the group receiving the blend containing 236 

EPA than in the ARA group. 237 

Kusumoto et al. (26) carried out a double-blind, placebo-controlled study in healthy Japanese 238 

men consuming a high-fish diet. One group of men received capsules providing 838 mg ARA 239 

incorporated into a TG derived from Mortierella alpina (SUNTGA40S) daily for 4 weeks, 240 

while another group received capsules with olive oil as control. FAs in serum PLs and TGs 241 

were measured in fasted blood at four time points: baseline, after 2 and 4 weeks of 242 

supplementation and 4 weeks after the end of supplementation. Supplementation with ARA 243 

increased ARA content of serum PLs from 9.6 to 13.7 (after 2 weeks) and 13.9% (after 4 244 

weeks) of total FAs, which was significantly different from baseline, and then ARA content 245 

decreased to a level close to that of baseline 4 weeks after the end of supplementation. Serum 246 

PL ARA did not change in the control group. The same pattern was observed in serum TGs, 247 

although levels of ARA were lower in this lipid class than in PLs. Between group comparison 248 

showed a significantly higher ARA content in serum PLs, but not in serum TGs, in the group 249 

supplemented with ARA than in the control group, after 2 and 4 weeks supplementation. In 250 

serum PLs, LA was significantly lower than baseline after 2 and 4 weeks ARA 251 

supplementation, while it was unchanged in the control group and in serum TGs. Between 252 

group comparison showed no significant difference in LA in serum PLs or TGs. There was 253 

no significant change in plasma PL or TG EPA and DHA. This study show that in a healthy 254 

male adult population with high fish intake (~860 mg EPA+DHA intake per day) and a basal 255 

intake of ~177 mg ARA per day, supplementation with 838 mg/day is able to increase ARA 256 

levels in serum PLs without compromising EPA and DHA levels. 257 
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Ishikura et al. (24) supplemented the habitual diet of Japanese elderly men with 3 capsules per 258 

day providing either 240 mg ARA in the form of ARA-enriched TG (SUNTGA40S; 600 mg 259 

oil) or control (600 mg olive oil per day) for 1 month. ARA supplementation significantly 260 

increased ARA content in serum PLs (from 140 g/mL serum to 175 g/mL serum; this was 261 

equivalent to an increase from 8.7% to 10.7% of FAs), and significantly decreased EPA but 262 

did not affect DHA. In the control group, there was no change in ARA, EPA or DHA levels. 263 

No between group comparison was made. 264 

Hirota et al. (23) performed a double-blind, random order cross-over, placebo-controlled 265 

intervention study with 23 young Japanese women aged 18-23 years. The subjects received 266 

one 200 mg capsule daily, either containing a low dose of ARA (~80 mg per day in 200 mg 267 

ARA enriched-TG) or olive oil as control. The study duration was 12 weeks in total, 268 

including 4 successive periods of 3 weeks: 3 weeks washout, 3 weeks with treatment 1, 3 269 

weeks washout and 3 weeks with treatment 2. The participants were asked to limit their fish 270 

consumption to a maximum of four times per week. They recorded their food intake 271 

throughout the study, allowing their FA intake at the beginning and at the end of the 2 272 

treatment periods to be estimated. Fasted blood was taken at the beginning (baseline value) 273 

and at the end of the two 3 week treatment periods and FAs were analyzed in RBCs and 274 

plasma PLs, TGs and CEs. ARA supplementation significantly increased ARA and total n-6 275 

LC-PUFA levels in the 4 blood pools compared to olive oil, without decreasing n-3 LC-276 

PUFAs, except for a significant decrease in n-3 LC-PUFAs in plasma CEs. This study shows 277 

that in a female population with relatively high fish intake (460-560 mg EPA + DHA intake 278 

per day) and a basal intake of ~150 mg ARA per day, supplementation with a small dose of 279 

ARA (~80 mg/day) is able to significantly increase ARA levels in RBCs and plasma fractions 280 

without compromising n-3 LC-PUFA levels. 281 

Kakutani et al. (25) performed a double-blind, parallel, placebo-controlled intervention study 282 

in 118 healthy Japanese elderly who were not supplement consumers. They received ten 170 283 

mg capsules daily, either containing a low dose or a high dose of ARA (total of ~240 mg or 284 

~720 mg per day) as an ARA enriched-TG (SUNTGA40S) or olive oil as control for 4 285 

weeks, followed by a 4-week washout period. The participants recorded their food intake 286 

throughout the study, allowing calculating their FA intake at the baseline and after 4 weeks of 287 

supplementation. FAs in plasma PLs were measured in fasted blood at four time points: 288 

baseline, after 2 and 4 weeks of supplementation and 4 weeks after the end of 289 
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supplementation. Supplementation with 240 and 720 mg/day of ARA increased ARA content 290 

of plasma PLs by 2.5% and 5.6% of total FAs, respectively, which was significantly different 291 

from baseline, and then ARA decreased to a level close to that of baseline 4 weeks after the 292 

end of supplementation. Plasma ARA did not increase in the control group. Between group 293 

comparison was done but not clearly reported. The ARA increase in plasma PLs was dose 294 

dependent, at least up to 720 mg/day. In the high ARA group, plasma PL LA was 295 

significantly lower than at baseline after 2 and 4 weeks supplementation, while it was 296 

unchanged in the low ARA and the control groups. There was no significant change in 297 

plasma PL EPA and DHA. This study shows that in an elderly population with high fish 298 

intake (853-1176 mg EPA+DHA intake per day) and a basal intake of ~170 mg ARA per 299 

day, supplementation with a 240 or 720 mg/day is able to dose-dependently increase ARA 300 

levels in plasma PLs without compromising EPA and DHA levels.  301 

Recently Markworth et al. (28) reported from a randomized, controlled trial of 1500 mg 302 

ARA/day for 4 weeks in young men participating in a resistance training program. FAs were 303 

measured in plasma and in skeletal muscle at the start and end of the supplementation period. 304 

Plasma ARA increased from 8.4 to 16.2% of total FAs and was higher in the ARA group than 305 

in the control group at the end of the intervention. Plasma LA decreased from 25 to 14% of 306 

total FAs in the ARA group. Plasma EPA decreased slightly in the ARA group but was not 307 

different between groups at week 4. Plasma DHA was not significantly altered. Skeletal 308 

muscle ARA increased from 12 to 14.6% of total FAs but this was not a significant effect.  309 

Smit et al. (33) performed a randomized, open intervention study in 20 breastfeeding Israeli 310 

women. The women’s mean age was 23 years and the lactation duration ranged between 3 311 

and 10 months. The ARA group received 284 mg ARA per day (0.8 ml ARA-rich oil) while 312 

the control group did not receive any supplement. The study duration was 1 week, during 313 

which 3 milk samples were taken (before, after 1 day and after 7 days supplementation). Milk 314 

FAs were analyzed and the FA composition of the 2 groups was compared at the 3 time-315 

points. It was found that women in the ARA group had the same content of ARA in their 316 

milk as women who did not receive any supplement. Other long chain n-6 PUFAs and DHA 317 

did not differ either, while EPA was significantly lower in the ARA group at day 7. This 318 

small study suggests that in a population of lactating women with a habitual estimated ARA 319 

intake of ~200 mg per day, a supplement of ~300 mg ARA per day does not significantly 320 

affect milk ARA (or DHA), but does lower milk EPA. This effect can be observed after one 321 

week of ARA supplementation. 322 
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In Egyptian schoolchildren infected with Schistosoma mansoni, ARA (10 mg/kg body weight 323 

per day for 5 days in each of 3 weeks) significantly increased plasma ARA from 7.9 to 12.1% 324 

of total FAs, with no significant effect on LA (20).  325 

In summary, increased ARA intake significantly increases the ARA content in different blood 326 

fractions, including RBCs, platelets and mononuclear cells, with doses as low as 80 mg per 327 

day being effective. The low dose of 40 mg ARA per day did not affect ARA level in human 328 

milk. It is likely that enrichment of ARA in different compartments and pools is dose-329 

dependent. Figure 5 shows data for serum and plasma PLs from seven studies and indicates a 330 

near linear dose-dependent increase in ARA content up to an intake of about 1000 mg/day. 331 

Lack of studies using higher intakes of ARA and the short duration of most studies performed 332 

to date limits a full understanding of this dose-response relationship. A study specifically 333 

designed to assess the dose-response relationship is required to be certain about the exact 334 

nature of this relationship. EPA was decreased in several studies (human milk with 40 335 

mg/day ARA, plasma CEs with 80 mg/day ARA, serum PLs with 240 mg/day ARA, plasma 336 

with 1500 mg/day ARA) and one study reported a decrease in DHA content of RBCs when a 337 

high dose (1.7 g/day) of ARA was consumed for 50 days.  338 

 339 

Effect of ARA on PUFA metabolism 340 

A small sub-study (22) within the larger study by Nelson et al. (13, 14) investigated the effect of 341 

ARA on Δ5-desaturation and incorporation of deuterium-labeled dihomo-gamma-linolenic 342 

acid (DGLA; 20:3n-6) into plasma lipids. Adult male subjects (n = 4) were given diets 343 

containing either 1.7 g/day ARA or 0.21 g/day ARA for 50 days. After 50 days, subjects were 344 

dosed with a mixture containing deuterium labelled ethyl esters of DGLA[d4] and oleic 345 

acid[d2] and a series of blood samples were sequentially drawn over a 72 h period. The 346 

estimated conversion of DGLA[d4] to ARA[d4] was 17.7 ± 0.8% when subjects had been on 347 

the high ARA intake and 2.1 ± 1.4% when subjects had been on the low ARA intake. The 348 

concentrations of ARA[d4] in total plasma lipids from subjects after the high and low ARA 349 

periods were 2.1 ± 0.6 and 0.3 ± 0.2 μmol/ml plasma/mmol of DGLA[d4] fed/kg of body 350 

weight. These data indicate that conversion of DGLA[d4] to ARA[d4] was stimulated 7 to 8-351 

fold by the high ARA intake, although a decrease in turnover of ARA in the high ARA group 352 

cannot be excluded.  353 

 354 

Effect of ARA on blood lipid concentrations 355 
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Roberts et al. (30) conducted a study in resistance-trained male subjects and found that serum 356 

cholesterol concentrations were not changed after ARA-supplementation (1 g/day for 50 357 

days). Likewise, there were no changes in serum concentrations of total, low-density and 358 

high-density lipoprotein cholesterol, TGs, apolipoprotein AI, apolipoprotein B, or lipoprotein 359 

[a] after ARA supplementation in different study designs (see Table 2) in adults (14, 26, 28) and 360 

school children (20, 32).  361 

 362 

Thus, from the available evidence it appears that increasing ARA intake even up to 1.7 g/day 363 

does not affect blood lipid concentrations. However, there are few such studies and the effect 364 

of ARA on blood lipids in dyslipidemic subjects has not been investigated. 365 

 366 

Effect of ARA on blood pressure 367 

In the study of Kusumoto et al. (26) blood pressure was not affected by increasing ARA intake 368 

to 838 mg/day. Participants in this study were normotensive and there are no studies of 369 

increasing ARA intake on blood pressure in hypertensive subjects. 370 

Effect of ARA on platelet aggregation, bleeding and haematological markers 371 

In a randomized double-blind trial in Italian patients with liver cirrhosis, Pantaleo et al. (29) 372 

compared the effects of 2 g/day ARA from ARASCO for 8 weeks with those of oleic acid on 373 

collagen-induced aggregation of platelet-rich plasma. Compared with pre-study levels, 374 

platelet aggregation was significantly increased in the ARA group, but not in the oleic acid 375 

group.  376 

Kusumoto et al. (26) carried out a double-blind, placebo-controlled study in healthy Japanese 377 

men consuming a high-fish diet. One group of men received capsules providing 838 mg ARA 378 

incorporated into TG (SUNTGA40S) daily for 4 weeks, while another group received 379 

capsules with olive oil as control. Collagen-, ARA- and ADP-induced aggregation of platelet-380 

rich plasma were not affected by ARA supplementation. Also, haematological parameters 381 

(haemoglobin concentration, packed cell volume, RBC numbers, total leucocytes, 382 

thrombocytes, and mean of corpuscular volume) and coagulation parameters (prothrombin 383 

time and antithrombin III activity) remained unchanged.  384 

In a single-blind cross-over study, healthy male volunteers received 1.7 g/day or 0.2 g/day of 385 

ARA for 50 days (13). Aggregation of platelet-rich plasma was induced using ADP, collagen, 386 

and ARA. No effects of increased ARA intake were observed. Also, platelet count, bleeding 387 
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time, partial thromboplastin time, and antithrombin III concentrations remained unchanged. 388 

Prothrombin time, however, was significantly lowered by about 10% after ARA intake.  389 

In a randomized double-blind study, resistance-trained male subjects received either ARA (1 390 

g/day) or corn oil as placebo for 50 days (30). There was no effect on RBC numbers.  391 

Most haematological parameters were not altered by 1500 mg/day ARA for 4 weeks in 392 

healthy young men (28). 393 

Haematological parameters (haemoglobin concentration, packed cell volume, RBC numbers, 394 

numbers of segmented neutrophils, eosinophils, basophils and platelets) were not changed in 395 

a study with Egyptian school children who received ARA (10 mg/kg body weight per day) 396 

for 15 days (5 days over each of 3 consecutive weeks) with or without praziquantel, a 397 

medication used to treat certain types of parasitic worm infection (20). Several coagulation 398 

parameters (prothrombin concentration, international normalized ratio, and partial 399 

thromboplastin time) were also not changed, although both prothrombin time and clotting 400 

time were significantly shorter, although only by < 2% (20). Comparable results were found in 401 

a smaller study in older school children using a similar design (32). 402 

In summary, most studies report no effect of increased ARA intake on platelet aggregation or 403 

coagulation parameters and no studies report effects on bleeding time. However, the study 404 

that used the highest intake of ARA (29) reported enhanced platelet aggregation. The early 405 

study of Seyberth et al. (12) using 6 g ARA/day also saw this effect. The effect of doses of 406 

ARA of 2 g/day or more on platelet aggregation requires further investigation. 407 

 408 

Effect of ARA on biomarkers of immunity and inflammation 409 

Kelley et al. (15, 16) reported data from a controlled, cross-over trial in 10 healthy adult men in 410 

the US; this is the same study as Nelson et al. (13, 14). The participants consumed a standard 411 

diet providing 0.21 g ARA/day or an intervention diet providing 1.7 g ARA/day for 50 days. 412 

ARA did not influence ex vivo lymphocyte proliferation in response to several agents or ex 413 

vivo natural killer cell activity (15). Participants received the measles/mumps/rubella and 414 

influenza vaccines: the ex vivo proliferation of lymphocytes in response to influenza vaccine 415 

was about four-fold higher in the group receiving 1.7 g ARA/day than in the low ARA group 416 

(15). However, serum antibody titres against the influenza vaccine were not affected by high 417 

ARA (16). Although the total number of white blood cells (leukocytes) was not affected, there 418 
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were significantly more blood granulocytes (mainly neutrophils) when participants received 419 

1.7 g ARA/day (15). However, blood lymphocyte and monocyte numbers were not affected by 420 

ARA (16). Ex vivo production of several inflammatory cytokines in response to 421 

lipopolysaccharide was not different between low and high ARA treatment (16). However, 422 

lipopolysaccharide-stimulated production of PGE2 and leukotriene B4 was significantly 423 

higher after high ARA than after the standard diet (16). This probably reflects the higher ARA 424 

content of the cells involved, although this was not reported. 425 

 426 

Thies et al. (34-36) reported results from a placebo-controlled, randomised, parallel study in 427 

healthy older British subjects: 8 participants received a blend of palm and sunflower seed oils 428 

as control while 8 received ~700 mg ARA (from ARASCO) daily for 12 weeks. Participant’s 429 

habitual intake of ARA was about 150 mg/day. Blood samples were collected at baseline and 430 

at 4, 8 and 12 weeks supplementation and then after 4 weeks washout. There was no effect of 431 

increased intake of ARA on the numbers or percentages of different types of immune cells in 432 

the blood, on ex vivo blood lymphocyte proliferation in response to mitogenic stimulation, on 433 

ex vivo production of T-cell derived cytokines or lipopolysaccharide-stimulated cytokines, on 434 

ex vivo natural killer cell activity, on phagocytic activity and respiratory burst of neutrophils 435 

and monocytes, or on the plasma concentrations of three different adhesion molecules (34-36). 436 

This study clearly demonstrates that there is no strong impact of ~700 mg/day ARA on blood 437 

immune cell numbers, on ex vivo markers of the immune response, or on markers of 438 

inflammation in healthy older subjects. The study did not measure concentrations or 439 

production of ARA-derived lipid mediators like PGs. 440 

Roberts et al. (30) saw no effect of 1 g ARA/day for 50 days on total blood leukocyte numbers 441 

or types in resistance trained men.  442 

Schubert et al. (31) performed a study comparing a mix of FAs considered to be anti-443 

inflammatory with ARA (40 mg/day) for 2 weeks in 30 healthy participants; an additional 444 

blood sample was collected 2 weeks after stopping the intervention. Whole blood was 445 

stimulated ex vivo with lipopolysaccharide and appearance of PGE1 (produced from DGLA), 446 

PGE2, leukotriene B4, tumour necrosis factor, interleukin 8 and interleukin 10 were measured. 447 

There were no significant differences in any of these at the end of supplementation compared 448 

to baseline in either group and there were no significant differences between the two groups 449 

at the end of the supplementation period. However, some differences were seen between 450 

groups 2 weeks after stopping the supplementation; these are difficult to interpret.  451 
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Kakutani et al. (25) performed a double-blinded, parallel, placebo-controlled intervention 452 

study with 118 healthy Japanese elderly subjects. They received olive oil as control or 453 

capsules providing ~240 mg or ~720 mg ARA/day for 4 weeks, followed by a 4-week 454 

washout period. There was no impact of ARA on circulating concentrations of C-reactive 455 

protein, immunoglobulin E, two pro-inflammatory cytokines (tumour necrosis factor and 456 

interleukin-6), PGE2 or lipoxin A4. The authors concluded that there was no impact of 240 or 457 

720 mg ARA daily on inflammation. 458 

In Egyptian schoolchildren infected with S. mansoni, ARA (10 mg/kg body weight per day 459 

for 5 days in each of 3 weeks) significantly decreased plasma interleukin-10 and interferon- 460 

concentrations compared with study entry (20). However, these findings are difficult to 461 

interpret because ARA was able to effectively treat the parasitic infection and the altered 462 

plasma cytokines may simply reflect reduced pathogen burden.  463 

In summary, the available evidence suggests little or no impact of increasing ARA intake by 464 

as much as 1.5 g/day on immune function or on markers of inflammation, apart from a small 465 

increase in ARA-derived eicosanoid production when cells are stimulated. However, the 466 

health impact of the latter response is not known. 467 

 468 

Effect of ARA on cognitive function 469 

Despite ARA having an important structural and functional role in the brain (7), there are very 470 

few RCTs of cognitive function in humans where ARA is the sole intervention. Most 471 

intervention studies involving ARA have been in combination with DHA and have been 472 

undertaken during infancy. 473 

Ishikura et al. (24) investigated the effects of ARA on age-related event-related potentials in 25 474 

healthy elderly Japanese men. The study was performed using a double-blind crossover 475 

design and the subjects were administered 240 mg/day of ARA from an ARA-enriched TG 476 

(SUNTGA40S) in capsules or the same amount of olive oil in capsules as placebo for 1 477 

month. Event-related potentials, which included P300 latency and amplitude, were measured 478 

before capsule administration and after 1 month of administration. In subjects administered 479 

ARA, P300 latency was significantly shorter, and P300 amplitude was significantly higher 480 

than in those administered olive oil capsules. It was concluded that supplementation of ARA 481 

may reduce age-related decline in cognitive function and learning ability. However, this is 482 

based upon a single small study and more research is needed in this important area. 483 
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 484 

Effect of ARA on body composition, muscle function and physical performance 485 

Three double blind RCTs have reported outcomes of the effect of ARA on body composition, 486 

muscle function and physical performance (21, 27, 30). In the first study, 31 males from the US 487 

were randomly assigned to receive capsules providing either 1000 mg ARA or corn oil per 488 

day for 50 days. No significant effects were found on body weight, fat free mass, fat mass, 489 

anabolic hormones, or intramuscular markers of muscle hypertrophy (30). However compared 490 

to baseline, ARA supplementation increased anaerobic peak power by 8.5% at day 50. On 491 

day 25, the ARA supplemented group had attenuated serum interleukin-6 levels whereas 492 

levels of serum PGE2, a potential ergogenic factor, tended towards an increase. The authors 493 

suggested that ARA supplementation would decrease inflammation (lower interleukin-6), 494 

thus making intense training more tolerable. No support was found for ARA to stimulate 495 

muscle hypertrophy, which would lead to a greater strength gain and/or muscle mass due to 496 

training.  497 

 498 

In the second study, 30 males from the US were randomized to receive either 600 mg ARA 499 

(from 1.5 g ARASYN oil) or corn oil daily during an eight week training program. The ARA 500 

group showed a significant increase in lean body mass (2.9%), upper body strength (8.7%) 501 

and peak power (12.7%) (21). ARA supplementation was suggested to increase post-exercise 502 

anabolic signaling rather than protein synthesis in skeletal muscle. 503 

 504 

Markworth et al. (28) conducted a 4-week RCT of 1500 mg/day ARA in 19 young males 505 

involved in a resistance training programme. There was a significant reduction in fat mass (-506 

0.33 kg or -1.7%) in the ARA group compared to the control group (+0.49 kg or +3.8%). 507 

There was no effect of ARA on lean mass and effects of ARA on leg muscle volume were 508 

small. Other measurements in these individuals were reported by Mitchell et al. (27): prior 509 

ARA supplementation did not alter the acute anabolic response (i.e. muscle protein synthesis 510 

and anabolic signaling in muscle) to resistance exercise in these trained men, and the authors 511 

concluded that there is no link between ARA and short-term anabolism. However, some 512 

muscle changes were seen 48 hours after completing the resistance exercise in men in the 513 

ARA group. 514 

 515 
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In summary, two of these studies suggest that ARA can improve peak power and may have 516 

an effect on lean body mass while a third study suggests that ARA has an effect on late 517 

responses to resistance exercise. These effects and the underlying mechanisms require further 518 

exploration. 519 

 520 

Effect of ARA on urinary metabolites 521 

Ferretti et al. (17) reported increased urinary levels of ARA metabolites (11-dehydro-522 

thromboxane B2 and 2,3-dinor-6-oxo-PGF1) following 1.7 g ARA/day for 50 days. Kidney 523 

diuretic function, both normal and diuretic-stimulated, was not compromised in patients with 524 

liver cirrhosis (aged > 60 years) who consumed 2 g/day ARA for 8 weeks: urinary sodium 525 

and ARA metabolites (i.e. PGE2, 6-keto-PGF1, 8-epi-PGF2 and 11-dehydro-thromboxane 526 

B2) were similar to those observed in the placebo group (29). More recently, with smaller 527 

dosages (240 or 720 mg ARA/day), for a shorter duration (4 weeks), and on a background of 528 

high DHA and EPA intake levels, ARA metabolite (11-dehydro-thromboxane B2, 2,3-dinor-529 

6-keto-PGF1α and 9,15-dioxo-11α-hydroxy-13,14-dihydro-2,3,4,5-tetranor-prostan-1,20-dioic 530 

acid),) excretion in healthy Japanese elderly (>55 years of age) were also found not to be 531 

affected compared to the placebo (olive oil) group (25). 532 

In summary, most studies report no effect of increased ARA intake on urinary excretion of 533 

ARA metabolites and one study reports no effect of ARA on renal function in cirrhotic 534 

patients.  535 

 536 

Summary and conclusions 537 

The literature search identified 22 articles from 14 RCTs of increasing ARA intake in 538 

humans. These studies were published between 1997 and 2018. Most were conducted in 539 

adults. Studies in adults used between 40 and 2000 mg ARA/day, were of 1 to 12 weeks 540 

duration and usually used ARA as a supplement. Most studies used ARA intakes of 240 to 541 

1000 mg/day. Only one study investigated more than one dose of ARA (25). Many studies 542 

were conducted in healthy young or older subjects and several were restricted to men. One 543 

study was conducted in breast feeding women and one in patients with liver cirrhosis. Few 544 

studies controlled the diet of the subjects under study and few studies assessed background 545 

diet. A number of studies reported the effect of ARA on FA composition of blood pools like 546 

lipids, RBCs and mononuclear cells and one study reported on breast milk FAs and another 547 

on skeletal muscle FAs. Given the role of ARA-derived eicosanoids in regulating 548 
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inflammation, immune function, platelet aggregation and blood clotting, it is not surprising 549 

that several studies investigated the effect of ARA on these outcomes. In contrast, there have 550 

been only few studies investigating effects on blood lipids, blood pressure, and cognition. In 551 

most of these areas there are too few studies to draw firm conclusions on the impact of ARA. 552 

Furthermore, the risk of bias was unclear for many of the studies, limiting the robustness of 553 

their findings. 554 

It is clear from the existing studies that ARA supplements significantly increase the content 555 

of ARA in different blood fractions with doses as low as 80 mg per day being effective. The 556 

low dose of 40 mg ARA per day did not affect ARA level in human milk. It is likely that 557 

enrichment of ARA in different compartments and pools is dose-dependent, but may become 558 

saturated at higher intakes. EPA was decreased in several studies but DHA was usually not 559 

affected by ARA supplementation, even at the highest doses tested. Often incorporation of 560 

ARA was at the expense of LA. From the available evidence, it appears that increasing ARA 561 

intake does not affect blood lipid concentrations or blood pressure. However, there are few 562 

such studies and the effect of ARA on blood lipids in dyslipidemic subjects or on blood 563 

pressure in hypertensive subjects has not been investigated. Furthermore, most studies have 564 

reported no effect of increased ARA intake on platelet aggregation or coagulation parameters 565 

and no studies have seen effects on bleeding time. However, one study that used the highest 566 

intake of ARA (29) reported enhanced platelet aggregation and this requires further 567 

investigation. The available evidence from rather detailed studies suggests little or no impact 568 

of increasing ARA intake by as much as 1.5 g/d on immune function or on markers of 569 

inflammation, apart from a small increase in ARA-derived eicosanoid production when 570 

immune cells are stimulated. However, the effect of the latter response is not known. Several 571 

studies report no effect of increased ARA intake on urinary excretion of ARA metabolites. 572 

One study concluded that supplementation with ARA may reduce age-related decline in 573 

cognitive function and learning ability. This could be an important effect and more research 574 

should be conducted in this area. Another interesting observation is the improvement in peak 575 

power and lean body mass seen in young adults undergoing exercise training. Again these 576 

effects need further investigation along with exploration of the likely mechanisms. It is 577 

important to note that none of the studies included here was of more than 12 weeks duration, 578 

and most were shorter than this; this may be insufficient time to affect several of the 579 

outcomes assessed such as cognitive function, body composition and physical performance. 580 

 581 
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Thus, overall there seem to be few marked benefits of increasing ARA intake from the typical 582 

intake of 100-200 mg/day to as much as 1000 mg/day or perhaps even more. However, the 583 

suggested impacts on cognitive and muscle function may both be important, particularly in 584 

the ageing population, and therefore the effect of higher intakes of ARA is deserving of 585 

further study. The studies reviewed herein suggest no adverse effects of increased ARA 586 

intake up to at least 1000 to 1500 mg/day on blood lipids, platelet aggregation and blood 587 

clotting, immune function, inflammation, or urinary excretion of ARA metabolites. However, 588 

in many areas there are insufficient studies to make firm conclusions. Based on the RCTs 589 

reviewed, there are not enough data to make any recommendations for specific health effects 590 

of ARA intake 591 
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Figure captions 755 

 756 

Figure 1. Structure of arachidonic acid. The numbers 1, 5, 8, 11 and 14 beneath the hydrocarbon chain 757 

refer to carbon number counting from the  end of the chain. The numbers 1 and 6 above the 758 

hydrocarbon chain refer to carbon number counting from the  end of the chain. 759 

 760 

Figure 2. Outline of the pathway of biosynthesis and further metabolism of arachidonic acid. 761 

 762 

Figure 3. PRISMA flow-chart of study selection. 763 

 764 

Figure 4. Risk of bias analyses. Under ‘other bias’ power analyses, statistical shortcomings (e.g. only 765 

within treatment comparisons) and experimental design issues were considered. Legend: green: low 766 

risk of bias; red: high risk of bias, orange: unclear risk of bias. 767 

 768 

Figure 5. Relationship between arachidonic acid (ARA) intake (mg/day) and increment in ARA in 769 

serum or plasma phospholipids (as % of total fatty acids). Data are taken from Hirota et al. (23), 770 

Ishikura et al. (24), Kakutani et al. (25) [two doses of ARA used], Kusumoto et al. (26), Nelson et al. (14), 771 

Pantaleo et al. (29) and Thies et al. (34). The line of best fit for these data points is shown. 772 
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Table 1. Search terms used for the Cochrane Central Database search. 776 
 777 
 778 
 779 
 780 
 781 
 782 
 783 
 784 
 785 
 786 
 787 
 788 
 789 
 790 
 791 
 792 
 793 
 794 
 795 
 796 
 797 
 798 
 799 
 800 
 801 

1     exp Arachidonic Acid/ (18143) 
2     arachidonic acid*.mp. (46543) 
3     arachidonate*.mp. (11283) 
4     eicosatetraenoic acid*.mp. (3825) 
5     eicosatetranoic acid*.mp. (22) 
6     20:4 n-6.mp. (932) 
7     20:4n-6.mp. (986) 
8     20:4n6.mp. (101) 
9     or/1-8 (53238) 
10     randomi?ed controlled trial.pt. (469845) 
11     controlled clinical trial.pt. (94452) 
12     randomi?ed.ab. (411841) 
13     placebo.ab. (191566) 
14     clinical trials as topic.sh. (187518) 
15     randomly.ab. (285414) 
16     trial.ti. (184903) 
17     or/10-16 (1153410) 
18     exp animals/ not humans.sh. (4442323) 
19     17 not 18 (1063843) 
20     9 and 19 (1502) 


